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Sharing and disseminating

Goals of this session: 

- Showcase your work 
- Add a licence 
- Create a release 
- Obtain a DOI for the project
- Docker image hosting
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Showcase your work
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Showcase your work - Licence

Remember to choose a licence ! 

This will determine whether anyone can use, modify, and distribute your code 
/ tool / software... 

https://help.github.com/en/articles/licensing-a-repository   

1. Create a file named ”LICENCE” 
2. GitHub will suggest templates

The CeCILL licence (v.2.1) is recommended by the CEA, CNRS and INRIA (”CEA 
CNRS INRIA Logiciel Libre”). Copy it directly. http://cecill.info/licences.fr.html

https://help.github.com/en/articles/licensing-a-repository
http://cecill.info/licences.fr.html
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Showcase your work - Licence

GitHub takes care of displaying the information on your repository.
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Showcase your work - Licence

Validate and merge with the main branch
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Showcase your work - Licence

Kind reminder: consequence of not choosing a licence

https://choosealicense.com/no-permission/ 

https://choosealicense.com/no-permission/
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A README file is essential for guiding users, 
documenting the project, encouraging 
contribution, and promoting development 
best practices.

Many guides to help you draw it up.

Showcase your work - Read me
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You can add a CITATION file to your 
repository to help users correctly cite 
your software.

Example of CITATION.cff

Showcase your work - CITATION files

cff-version: 1.2.0
message: "If you use this software, please cite it as below."
authors:
- family-names: "Lisa"
  given-names: "Mona"
  orcid: "https://orcid.org/0000-0000-0000-0000"
- family-names: "Bot"
  given-names: "Hew"
  orcid: "https://orcid.org/0000-0000-0000-0000"
title: "My Research Software"
version: 2.0.4
doi: 10.5281/zenodo.1234
date-released: 2017-12-18

url: "https://github.com/github-linguist/linguist"
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A code of conduct helps to create a 
positive and respectful environment 
where all community members can 
contribute meaningfully and feel safe.

Where to find one for your repository ?
https://www.contributor-covenant.org/version/2/
1/code_of_conduct/ 

Showcase your work - Code of conduct

https://www.contributor-covenant.org/version/2/1/code_of_conduct/
https://www.contributor-covenant.org/version/2/1/code_of_conduct/
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A CONTRIBUTING file serves as a 
valuable resource for guiding 
contributors, clarifying expectations, 
promoting collaboration, and fostering 
a positive and inclusive community 
around the project.

Documentation
https://docs.github.com/fr/communities/setting-up-your-pro
ject-for-healthy-contributions/setting-guidelines-for-reposito
ry-contributors 

Showcase your work - Contributing file

https://docs.github.com/fr/communities/setting-up-your-project-for-healthy-contributions/setting-guidelines-for-repository-contributors
https://docs.github.com/fr/communities/setting-up-your-project-for-healthy-contributions/setting-guidelines-for-repository-contributors
https://docs.github.com/fr/communities/setting-up-your-project-for-healthy-contributions/setting-guidelines-for-repository-contributors
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ORCID (Open Researcher and 
Contributor ID) is a unique digital 
identifier assigned to a researcher or 
academic contributor. It aims to solve 
the problem of name ambiguity in 
research, where multiple authors may 
share the same name or similar 
names.

Focus on ORCID
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Showcase your work

Why ? 

- Your project is simpler to share and find

Advantages 

- Free hosting of static websites 
- Able to convert Markdown into a website 

Documentation : https://pages.github.com/ 

https://pages.github.com/
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Showcase your work - In practice

1

2

3
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Showcase your work - In practice
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Showcase your work - In practice
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Showcase your work - In practice

Convert Markdown into HTML !
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Showcase your work - In practice

Also works directly from HTML

1. Create a folder named ”docs” 

main file must be named index.html

1. ”Settings” →  ”Options” → ”GitHub Pages”

example : 

https://thomasdenecker.github.io/bPeaks-application/ 

https://thomasdenecker.github.io/bPeaks-application/
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Release
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Release

Goal

provide users with a version of your code that has been fixed in time and 
labelled. All the steps are detailed here: 

https://help.github.com/en/articles/creating-releases 

https://help.github.com/en/articles/creating-releases
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Release

Make a release
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Release

Semantic of a release number 

1.0.0 

MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH 
MAJOR : changes not backwards-compatible 

MINOR : new/modified functionalities, backwards-compatible 

PATCH : bug fixes, backwards-compatible More details : https://semver.org/
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Release

First release for test page
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Semantic-release
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semantic-release automates the whole package release workflow including: 
determining the next version number, generating the release notes, and 
publishing the package.
Documentation
https://semantic-release.gitbook.io/semantic-release  

Semantic-release

https://medium.com/@gordon.messmer/semantic-releases-part-1-an-example-process-7b99d6b872ab 

https://semantic-release.gitbook.io/semantic-release
https://medium.com/@gordon.messmer/semantic-releases-part-1-an-example-process-7b99d6b872ab
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Releases

Why ? 

Packages (ie: python)

Changelog file 

Container (ie: docker)
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All you have to do is write your commits following the Conventional Commits 
https://www.conventionalcommits.org/en/v1.0.0/ 

How ? 

<type>[optional scope]: <description>

[optional body]

[optional footer(s)]

Example 

feat: allow provided config object to extend other configs

https://www.conventionalcommits.org/en/v1.0.0/
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Obtain a DOI
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Obtain a DOI

Digital Object Identifier 

Reference system to cite an object (A GitHub project in our case)

https://docs.github.com/en/repositories/archiving-a-github-repository/referen
cing-and-citing-content 

https://docs.github.com/en/repositories/archiving-a-github-repository/referencing-and-citing-content
https://docs.github.com/en/repositories/archiving-a-github-repository/referencing-and-citing-content
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Obtain a DOI

1. Sign in to Zenodo 
- With your GitHub account 
- With your ORCID account (add a ”Linked account” to GitHub 

afterwards) 
1. Go to the Settings page ! GitHub tab
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Obtain a DOI

3. In the list below, find the project you want to link to Zenodo. Flip the switch.

4. Create a new issue
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Obtain a DOI
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Obtain a DOI

You can add the doi badge in your READ ME
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Docker image hosting
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Docker image hosting

https://github.com/features/packages

https://github.com/features/packages
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And also…
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Project management
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Discussion 
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Codespace


